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The premise of our Response to Learning is;





To respond immediately to the learning needs of our children through a day to day marking
practice that identifies any errors and misconceptions therefore enabling children to move
forward with their understanding.
To see visible signs of improvements as a result of feed forward marking
To reduce the workload of teaching staff in order to ensure that their time is spent planning for
effective learning.

What does this look like in our planning?





A clear learning objective and success criteria.
All children to access the same learning with challenge activities to extend the more able.
Planning is reviewed after every lesson (feedback from the Teaching Assistant) in order to
further plan and adjust for the following lesson.

What does this look like in our teaching?





An absolute belief that every child can, and will achieve
Praise for effort not achievement
Challenge based to encourage risk and resilience
Mastery teaching – high expectations for all.

Mastery Teaching
High expectations
for all

What does this look like in learning?


The children evaluate their learning.

Responding to Learning- what does it look like?


First glance marking – First Glance marking to enable the adults to identify mistakes
and errors in learning immediately. These can then be addressed within the lesson.

Our Lady’s Marking Code
P I G S - Paired work, Independent,
Group work, Supported

Block

Bubble

FF post it note

CHALLENGE STAMP

Please circle to indicate

Write the correct letter/number
formation/ tricky word spelling alongside
the block.
The children can then practise alongside
too.
You may want to write Well done!
Excellent! Etc in the bubble to celebrate
some work.
Feed Forward comment to be made on
post it note
To show where the pupils have responded
to being challenged. The challenge
activity can be woven into the teaching
sequence or be an additional challenge.
Read and Review
The teacher takes a deeper look at
the books. This is when the feed
forward comments are
made.Responding to learning should
be detailed and specific, linking to
the effort the child has made and
the learning objective.

Feed Forward -not back!
Teachers can identify a child’s next step in learning by writing a feed forward comment. This comment
is designed to move the learning on immediately and is personalised for each child. When the work is
finished children can identify where they have used their feed forward comment.
In KS2 the feed forward comments are
written on to Post It notes with a date and
then stuck onto the page that has been
marked and then moved to the next piece
of work, if the target has not been met.
When met it is dated and ticked.

When the child has
achieved their FF
comment they must share
this with the teacher
when evaluating. This
enables the child and the
teacher to recognise when
progress has been made.

In KS1 the same
process is
followed.

In Maths


Traffic Lights are used

In RE


Children respond to the next steps.

Sticking Points and Resilience within Learning.
Encouraging children to become resilient learners is a key part of our response to learning policy.
When children are stuck at a point in their learning they must have a range of strategies to use before
they ask the teacher.



Children should be able to access resources, to help them in their learning,
freely and when they need them.
Children are encouraged to refer to the steps poster too.

.

